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For curious young readers and travelers alike, this stunning debut from Jane Karen Ho is an
irresistible story based in Hong Kong that celebrates creativity.Emi has a problem!Mum gave
him a scooter for his birthday—but what should he get her for HER birthday next week?Since
Emi lives in Hong Kong, there is no lack of interesting places to look for ideas: the Peak,
Repulse Bay, and even City Hall, his favorite dim sum restaurant!There are many beautiful
things Emi can buy. Or is there a better answer?Emi Takes Hong Kong is a celebration of one
of the most vivid cities in the world, as well as the creativity that we all have within us. It is an
exciting adventure story that can also be used as a travel guide.Interview with the AuthorSo,
what makes Emi Takes Hong Kong special?Emi Takes Hong Kong is a picture book that
doubles up as a kids’ travel guide since Emi visits all the top sights in Hong Kong on his quest!
I had the idea to write a series of adventure stories based in different cities when I struggled to
find any Asian children’s books or travel guides catering to young children. I’ve always found
that stories are the best way to introduce new things (or cities) to kids!Why should readers give
this new book a try?Emi’s story on creativity appeals to any reader as a satisfying one, whether
it is their home town or not. As well as major sights of Hong Kong, the travel story book also
introduces elements of local culture, such as dim sum and making a wish at Wong Tai Sin
temple.The kids’ story travel guide is designed to fit easily into those backpacks and little
hands. I’ve also included maps and picture glossaries, as well as a quiz, to keep the little ones
busy on the road. With a fun search-and-find element on each spread, this is a book your child
will come back to again and again.What Readers are Saying:“Emi Takes Hong Kong is a
delightful story filled with an explosion of facts and illustrations! I was reminded of how vibrant
our city is and learnt some new things too! Excited to share this with the children in my
classroom!”— Rebecca Lo, Casa Teacher At International Montessori School Hong
Kong“Awesome story, delightful illustrations!”— Don Bosco, Author & Publisher, Super Cool
Books“With lyrical storytelling and lovely illustrations, this is a wonderful armchair journey
around some of the most magical sights of Hong Kong- and should inspire children of all ages
to get out in the fresh air!”— Nury Vittachi, Renowned Journalist And Author Of More Than 20
Children's Books“A colourful and dynamic journey around some of the 852’s most iconic
locations, Emi Takes Hong Kong is a delightful story with an educational twist that kids and
parents alike will love. It’s the perfect gift for mini adventurers, and for inspiring little
HongKongers to experience more of what this incredible place has to offer.”— Claire Yates,
Founder Of The Lion Rock Press

About the AuthorJane was born and raised in Hong Kong until the age of eleven, when she
went to the U.K. for schooling. After working in London for a few years, she returned in 2009 to
her home town. Jane is happily married and the mother of two young children. It is reading to
them that inspired her to write picture books. She lives with her family on the south side of
Hong Kong island five minutes from where she grew up and can often be spotted at coffee
shops and beaches, reading and writing, when she's not traveling.She can be found online at
janekarenho.com.
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A Day in Hong Kong: Take a stroll through the streets of Hong Kong and enjoy the magical
sights of this beautiful city., Celebrating Chinese New Year: History, Traditions, and Activities –
A Holiday Book for Kids (Holiday Books for Kids), Brandon Goes to Hong Kong - Xi��ævqÎng (™™n/)
(Brandon Goes to . . .), Grand Canyon, Chinese New Year Wishes: Chinese Spring and
Lantern Festival Celebration (Fun Festivals Book 1)

Gina M., “Kids loved it!!. The kids loved this book! Such a great concept for a picture book and
they loved the illustration. A great picture book in itself but if your ever planning to go to Hong
Kong with the kiddos, I would definitely buy this book and read to them so that they could get
familiar with all the tourist attractions in Hong Kong before going.”

Dr. Patricia Eroh, “wonderful book. This is a beautifully illustrated book that teaches children
about how fun it is to be creative. Such a wonderful story, the kids I work with loved this I can
highly recommend this book.I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am
voluntarily leaving a review.”

Lucy, “A Journey Through Hong Kong for Kids. The book takes the reader on an imaginative
tour through Hong Kong's sights. Great to read with kids to teach them about Hong Kong
landmarks and get them excited about visiting those places. Love the references to food and
dim sum - something Hong Kong is well known for. What Emi finally gives his mom for her
birthday is a thoughtful twist. Beautiful illustrations with vivid colours really brings the story to
life.”

Katherine Fong, “Fun to read and share famous sites in HK. A fun to read book with kids that
takes you through the various famous sites of Hong Kong. Love reading this book with my kids
as reminds us of all the places and things in the city we live in. Storyline helps to keep the kids
guessing what might be a good gift to get mum. Beautiful illustrations throughout the book.”

SW, “A must for any kids visiting or living in Hong Kong!. A great travel guide for kids (and
adults) in a fun and adventurous storybook format! Love the map and fun quiz at the end,
giving an excellent overview and facts of Hong Kong!”

Jessica T, “Fun for kids who have been to Hong Kong.. This is a great book for children who
live in, or who have been to Hong Kong to provide a wonderful illustrated catalogue of the most
iconic places in Hong Kong.”

Carmen Cheng, “One of a kind children's book that doubles as sa travel guide. I have been
looking for travel books that target young children for a long time and it's good to see that it is
finally available in the market in the form of this beautifully written and illustrated story book.
Having come from Hong Kong it has been a pleasure to read the book with my children aged 4
and 2 and share the familiar sites when we are visiting my home town from London. It
encourages children to be adventurous and creative, against the backdrop of a lovely family. I
genuinely can't wait to see more of Emi's adventure around the world.”

AGCSHC, “A magical (and educational) journey!. We really enjoyed reading this story with our
children. They were captivated by the storytelling and colourful illustrations....we felt we were



going on the journey with Emi! It also serves as a fantastic introduction to all the main sights of
Hong Kong. Our children particularly loved the quiz and glossary at the end!”

The book by Jane Karen Ho has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 13 people have provided feedback.
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